LOCAL TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS ESTIMATION AND DETECTION OF MOVING TARGETS IN RAYLEIGH NOISE
Moving targets detection and estimation of their trajectory parameters are the tasks of secondary stage of radar signal processing. Classical approaches to tracking and detection of moving low-snr (signal-to-noise ratio, SNR) targets are based on multi-survey analysis of radar data with thresholding procedure applied to it. In the case of rapid target detection tasks, it is necessary to reduce the number of surveys before decision about target presence can be made. Such rapid targets may produce on a radar image a few samples instead of one. In this case energy backscattered from the target is distributed along the entire trajectory, forming a track. This "blurring" effect causes the decreasing of SNR. For low-snr targets the threshold must be low (or even should be absent at all) to allow sufficient probability of target detection. A low threshold also gives a high rate of false detections which cause the tracker to form false tracks. In this case information about target trajectory may be very useful to provide an opportunity to integrate all backscattered from the target power along the entire trajectory.
The commonly used group of algorithms working with raw unthresholded data to estimate target state is known in literature as the track-beforedetect (TBD) [1] . These methods are used when classical thresholding approaches are not suitable for tracking and detecting targets due to low SNR, typically stealthy military aircraft and cruise missiles, for which thresholding has an undesirable effect of disregarding potentially useful data [2] .
Sensor image is often a highly nonlinear function of the target state (which describes kinematic and power parameters of the target). There are
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a number of methods to deal with this nonlinearity. First of all, such estimation techniques as the Viterbi algorithm [3] and the hidden Markov model (Baum-Welsh) filter or smoother [4] can be applied to the discretized state space, when nonlinearity is irrelevant due to such discretization. Such technique is used in several approaches to TBD, e.g. [5] [6] [7] . The main disadvantage of discretization of the state space leads to high computation and memory resource requirements.
To avoid the problems mentioned above, an alternative approach called "particle filtering" can be used to solve the nonlinear estimation task [2, 8] . This method (also called Sequential Monte Carlo) uses Monte Carlo techniques to solve the analytically intractable estimation integrals. It uses randomly placed samples instead of fixed samples as is the case for the discretized state space. Particle filtering has been used by a number of authors for TBD, e.g. [9] [10] [11] . In many cases it is possible to achieve close or even similar estimation performance for lower cost by using less sampling points than would be required for a discrete grid.
An alternative approach to estimation of the target state is called the histogram probabilistic multi-hypothesis tracking (PMHT) algorithm [12] . In this method, a parametric representation of the target state pdf is used rather than a numerical one. This makes it possible to reduce the computational load of the algorithm. The main idea of maximum likelihood probabilistic data association (PDA) is to reduce the threshold to a low level and then apply a grid-based state model for estimation [13, 14] rather than using the whole DOI: 10.15222/TKEA2014.1.23
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sensor image. The association of the high number of measurements is handled using PDA.
In addition to estimating the target state, the TBD algorithm needs to detect the presence or absence of targets. One method to do this is to extend the state space by including target presence state. In this case, null-presence state will correspond to the case when there is no target [9, 15] . A target is detected when any state other than the null state has the highest probability. Another closely related concept is to use a separate Markov chain to describe the target presence state as originally introduced for PDA in [16] . This approach has been used for the particle filter [10] and a generalized version was applied to the PMHT [17] . Comparison of detection performance for TBD algorithms mentioned above has been done by Davey, et al. [18] .
Many of the articles mentioned above deal with radar data in the form of a two-dimensional image. The x and y axes correspond to range-bearing subspace of a global range-bearing-elevationdoppler measuring hypercube, or to linear space coordinates, which are obtained from these measurements. It is usually assumed that equal size of resolution bins (cells) may be feasible in case when space being studied is a small part of the observed sector and is far enough from the sensor.
A sequence of radar images is usually processed before the decision about target presence or absence can be made in TBD approaches. A target is usually a point scatterer which produces a blurred spot on the radar image ( Fig. 1) , moving from frame to frame according to the kinematic parameters of the target.
In this paper we describe the approach, which has two main distinctions from the methods mentioned above. Firstly, to decrease computational efforts, we try to avoid using any grid-based algorithms, either uniform or non-uniform (as in particle filtering). For the same reason we do not estimate the target state pdf. Secondly, our method can be applied to analyze a radar image, which may contain not just a single sample, but a track of the moving target. This fact gives additional information which can be used to reduce a number of analyzed radar images before decision about target presence can be made. Such images can be formed from a sequence of radar plots in case of slow moving targets, or even a single radar plot in case of rapid moving targets ("rapid" compared with the radar image forming time). Here several assumptions are made: 1) the target is a point scatterer; 2) the target has enough speed to produce track while the radar image (frame) is being formed; 3) the trajectory of the target is close to linear; 4) all resolution cells (bins) are of equal size. This can be relevant in case of small radar target (e.g. cruise missile) tracked by phased-array or multiple beams systems with wideband signal (e.g. MIMO radars with pseudo-noise signals or systems with frequency modulated pulse compression). The similar radar images can be obtained by observing ionized trails in atmosphere produced by meteors in radar meteor detection systems [19] . However, in this case we deal with a linearly distributed target. Another interpretation of the xy-plane could be a projection of space volume onto the sensor in optical or infrared systems (e.g. forward looking infrared, FLIR [20] ). Such systems are used in some cases when a high resolution is needed (e.g. for detection of meteors or fast cruise missiles) [21] . Hereinafter we will assume that the target is a fast moving point radar object.
The proposed algorithm contains two main stages [22] . At the first stage geometric parameters of a potential trajectory should be estimated. There are two commonly used methods to perform such estimation: ordinary least squares technique [23] and Hough transform [24] . At the second stage a decision about target presence is made by simple detection technique based on the integration along the track of a power backscattered from the target. This algorithm can also be used for more accurate forming of proposed distributions in particle filter TBD approaches, or as initiation procedure for complex trajectory detection by analysis of its small linear part.
Target, signal and sensor models Target model As it was mentioned earlier we assume the target to be a rapid point-scattering object. We take into account two models of target moving: linear and non-linear (parabolic). The linear target moving model can be described in Cartesian x-y-plane in the form r = x(t)cosq + y(t)sinq or, which is equal to r = x(t)sinj + y(t)cosj (see Fig. 2 ), where r is the distance from the origin to a straight line, to which trajectory belongs; q is the anticlockwise angle between the x-axis and the perpendicular from the origin to the straight line; j = -(q -p/2); 
x and y are the space coordinates; t is time (either continuous or discrete).
The parabolic target moving model is described by the equation y(t) = a 2 x 2 + a 1 x + a 0 . We should note that such representation does not take into account the possible rotations of the parabolic trajectory.
Signal model The signal at the input of the sensor is a sequence of radio pulses with constant carrier frequency w, random phase j and constant amplitude v S . The noise is an additive Gaussian random process. Thus, along the trajectory, the signalnoise model is Some examples of images which correspond to the model described by (2) are presented in Fig. 3 (hereinafter the measure units for x and y axes will be the same nominal units, the size of image pixel corresponds to the size of the resolution cell).
Selection of important samples The trajectory parameters estimation procedure consists of two subtasks. At first we need to select a set of samples (hereinafter "important samples") from the source image, which will be used later for estimation of the trajectory parameters. Then, the parameters of the trajectory must be estimated in some way. We shall consider Hough transform and ordinary least squares techniques to do this. Both techniques in a 2D-image case require set of samples' coordinates as the input. We consider a several methods to select such samples, based on order statistics.
The first method involves the independent applying of two Boolean masks to the original image. Both masks are of the same size as the original image. The first mask is formed in the following way. For every row of it we set "true" in the bin, which holds the maximum value in the corresponding row of the source image (R-mask) and "false" 
elsewhere. The second mask is formed in the same way, but for columns (C-mask). These masks are then independently applied to the source image. Thus, we obtain two sets of important samples for further analysis. The second method is based on applying to the source image the result of a conjunction of R-and C-masks RC = R∧C (Fig. 4) .
The third method assumes additional use of two binary masks formed in the same way as R-mask and C-mask but for diagonal (D-mask) and crossdiagonal (CD-mask) elements. Thus, the resulting mask RCD = (R∧C) ∨ (D∧CD).
The normalized power properties for different sample selection techniques are shown in Fig. 5 (P SEL is the power that corresponds to selected important samples; P SIG is the full power backscattered from target power; P SP is the power backscattered from the target power that corresponds to selected important samples). These plots were obtained as a result of computer modeling with number of simulations N=2,000 and image size 16×16 pixels (all simulated tracks were built in the way they crossed the center of the image). In Fig. 5 , a the power that corresponds to selected important samples normalized to full signal power (full power backscattered from target) is shown. It can be clearly seen that in low-snr region important samples mainly correspond to noise. Fig. 5, b shows that for all proposed techniques the amount of used signal power (the backscattered power that corresponds to the true trajectory) is increased with the increase of SNR, but RC technique rejects the half of useful data. At the same time, as it can be seen from Fig 5, c, RC technique shows the lowest level of noise samples power among other sample selection techniques. This is important for trajectory parameters estimation procedures, because, due to low order of trajectory nonlinearity, its parameters still can be estimated by small number of important samples (2 or 3). Due to this fact, it is better to lose some useful information at this step, but reduce more noise samples. The average number of selected noise samples for different sample selection technique in case when there is no actual track presented in the radar plot of size M×M is shown in Table 1 .
We should note that such approach cannot be applied in case of two or more closely-spaced targets, because of missing and mixing data from such targets.
To additionally reduce the number of noise samples being selected, an additional clearing procedure 4. Go to step 1 until stop-condition is not met. This stop-condition could be the number of important samples left (at least two samples must be left to estimate linear trajectory parameters) or the deviation of the samples is less than predefined threshold. The example of usage of such procedure is shown in Fig. 6 .
Of course, in some cases, especially for low-snr signals, this procedure can fail. But, as shown below, in general, it gives a gain in quality of trajectory parameters estimation and, as a result, in detection performance. Estimation of the geometric parameters of the trajectory Once important samples have been selected, trajectory parameters can be estimated. There is a well-described in literature technique, called Hough transform (HT) [26, 27] , commonly used in image processing for estimating geometric parameters of parametric curves [24] . Nowadays it is widely used in different image processing tasks, from radar and sonar signal processing [28] to object recognition tasks and machine vision [29] . The main idea of Hough transform technique is to map points from the local coordinate space to curve's parameters space and find a maximum in this new space. This maximum will correspond to the most likely parameters of the curve. To do this, the so called accumulator array is built by discretization the space of parameters with steps D i , where i = 1...N, and N is the number of parameters of the curve. Then, for every important sample we look through possible parameters of the curve which satisfies curve equation, and add one (or some other value corresponding to the weight of a sample) to the corresponding bin of the accumu lator. This can be illustrated in Fig. 7 for the case of two straight lines (Fig. 7, a) , which can be described in Cartesian xy-plane in the form r = x⋅cosq + y⋅sinq [24] (see Fig. 2 ). In Fig. 7 , r, x and y are measured in the same nominal units, q is measured in degrees.
An alternative well-known technique for estimating parameters of parametric curves is ordinary least squares (OLS) [23] :
In case of straight lines in some two-dimensional space without any preferred directions, (3) can be rewritten as: where S = T is s j is K is q is can be treated as the "distance" from the origin to the line; is the angle between the Ox axis and the straight (Fig. 2) ; are coordinates of the i th sample; is the number of important samples. 
and using (4) OLS for fitting data by a straight line model can be written as follows: 
where E[•] is the mean value of the expression in brackets; p = cos 2 r;
The sign of cosj can be obtained as follows. 
while r can be either positive or negative.
To determine which of the roots of the quadratic equation in (7) minimizes (5), the secondorder differential must be analyzed. Roots which minimize (5) (5) can be found by a small variation of estimated parameters and analyzing the behavior of (5).
For parabolic trajectories OLS can be simply written as , arg min A e
, , a a a Detection step To make a decision about the presence of a target in the analyzed image, an integration of values over obtained trajectory is performed. The integration is carried out over a certain band around the estimated trajectory (Fig. 8) . Thus, decision rule for target detection is S > V D , where
In this paper we consider simple parametric detection procedure, which does not provide a constant probability of false alarms with change of noise power. To provide constant false alarm the decision threshold, defined for previously specified probability of false alarm; the value of the i th sample within the integration strip; the number of samples within integration strip.
ratio additional procedure for estimation of the noise power should be introduced, and detection threshold for statistics (11) should be changed depending on such estimation. Since the result of a detection procedure depends on the estimated parameters, some arrangements can be made to improve the accuracy of the estimation, for example, preprocessing of the source image by smoothing. The effect of preprocessing in case of Gaussian kernel smoothing and mean-smoothing will be shown in the next section.
Statistical modeling and simulation results
To obtain detection characteristics 5,000 simulations for each value of SNR were made. Dimensions of test images are 16×16 pixels. Integration strip width is set to 2. Probability of false alarms is set to 0,01. According to the signal and sensor models, signal-to-noise ratio in each bin of the image is defined as 10 ( / (2 )), log v S N 10 2 2 σ where v S is the amplitude of the modeled signal; N 2 σ is the noise variance. All linear tracks were modeled in the way they crossed the center of the image.
In Fig. 9 detection characteristics and estimation errors are shown for different sample selection techniques (discussed above): by independently applying R-and C-masks and finding a maximum of (11) among two sets of samples (RCM); by applying RC-mask (RC); by applying RCD-mask (RCD). Ideal detection characteristic in case of known trajectory parameters is also shown for comparison. OLS technique was used for trajectory parameters estimation.
The unit of y-axis for RMSE of r is one resolution cell. The unit of y-axis for RMSE of ĵ is one radian. A "hat" symbol means that these values are OLS technique was used for trajectory parameters estimation. Fig. 11 shows the detection characteristics and estimation errors for different techniques of estimating trajectory parameters: OLS and HT. For HT the next initialization parameters were used: step by "distance" Dr=1 resolution cell (rc), step by angle Dj=1°. Fig. 12 shows the influence of the following initialization parameters for the HT: Dr=1 rc, Dj=1° (HT_1); Dr=1 rc, Dj=2° (HT_2); Dr=2 rc, Dj=1° (HT_3); Dr=0,5 rc, Dj=0,5 deg (HT_4). RCM-technique is used for sample selection.
In Fig. 13 the effects of preprocessing smoothing step in case of Gaussian kernel smoothing and mean smoothing are shown. The radius of smoothing is 1 cell (i.e. the size of smoothing region for each pixel is 3×3), parameter of Gaussian kernel was set to s SM =1,5. RCM is used for sample selection, OLS is used for parameters estimation. It can be seen that Gaussian kernel smoothing gives a gain on the correct detection probability as well as on the accuracy of trajectory parameters estimation.
In Fig. 14 the effect of applying the clearing step for reducing the number of false important samples is shown. OLS technique was used for trajectory parameters estimation. The next complex stop-condition was used: either number of samples is less than 3 or their variance around estimated trajectory is less than 1. Fig. 15 shows detection characteristics in case of parabolic trajectory model. It can be seen, that in this case the detection algorithm in general shows worse performance in comparison with the linear trajectory case. In some cases, as for the one in Fig. 16 , a, the use of a linear model for integration (PT-LE_1) instead of a parabolic model (PT-PE_1) may give better detection performance. But in most cases, as in Fig. 16 , b, the parabolic model should be used (PT PE_2). In general, linear trajectory model is more robust to noise samples than second or higher orders models.
In reality, the trajectory of moving target can often be approximated by a sequence of linear paths. This fact allows us to use proposed algorithm to detect such paths, which can be then joined into a full target trajectory. As an example, an application of the proposed algorithm for tracking moving targets is shown in Fig. 17 . In this figure a sequence of simulated radar plots as well as results of target detection for each plot are shown.
The size of a radar plot is 256×256 pixels. Each plot is divided into subplots of 16×16 pixels which are used for further analysis. 
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Target moves through observed region in a parabolic trajectory. At every scan all radar subplots are analyzed. Local trajectory paths, for which value of (11) exceeds threshold (which can be fixed or adaptive), are joined to previously obtained results to build the full trajectory. The task of further cancellation of false local paths should then be solved. This task is not considered in this paper and can be solved, for example, by any of classical algorithms of secondary radar signal processing [25] . Conclusion It was shown that usage of Gaussian kernel smoothing as the preprocessing step can give some gain in target detection performance and accuracy of the estimation of trajectory parameters.
The additional clearing procedure for reducing false important samples can gives about 1 dB gain in target detection performance (with probability of correct detection 0,9) and increases accuracy of estimation of the trajectory parameters for SNR>0 dB. In general, the proposed algorithm loses to an optimal algorithm for detection of targets with known trajectory about 3 dB in a threshold signal with the probability of correct detection 0,9 and probability of false alarms 0,01.
The proposed algorithm can be used in radars for detection and local trajectory parameters estimation of moving radar objects. Such local trajectory paths can then be used to build full trajectory of a target. Another field of use of this algorithm can be the tasks of radar meteor detection and analysis of visual or infrared images (e.g. FLIR images). It can also be used for forming more precisely proposed distributions in some PF TBD approaches, or as initiation procedure for complex trajectory detection by analysis of its small linear part. 
